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Abstract 
This paper diseusses, eontrasts and studies theoretieally and experimentally 
the aeeuraeies obtained from two eomparable analytieal methods of data 
reduetion fram non-metrie photogrophy . 
Both methods depend mainly on the perspeetive theorem. 
These methods are(1 )the Artifieial photo perspeetive Transformation (APPT) 
developed by Thompson (1962), and(2) the metrie photo perspeetive 
Transformation (MPPT) developed by Gruen (1985). 
We ean say that the eomparison is between : 
(1) The surveying teehnique wherein an imaginary eamera (theodolite) is 
used for measurements; and 
(2) The photogrammetrie teehnique wherein areal eamera is used for 
measurements., Three different eameras (Zeiss Jena)UMK,Wild P32 and 
Galileo Santoni metrie eameras were used in the eomparison between the 
above two methods. A non-metrie eamera was also used (Nikon FM 35 mm),as 
weil as a Wild T2 one seeond theodolite. A set of analysis of results , 
concluding remarks and reeommendations was aehieved. 

1 . INTROOUCTION 

In the APPT method we transform the image co 
- ordinates from the non-metrie photograph to 
image co - ordinates on imaginary metrie 
photographs by using perspeetive 
transformations . In the MPPT method we 
transform the image co - ordinates from the non 
-metrie photograph to image co - ordinates on 
real metrie photographs by using the same 
transformations. 

In our eomparison between the two methods , 
either theoretieally or experimentally ,we shall 
assume that: (1 )the non - metrie eamera used 
with both of the methods was the same ; 
(2) the objeet dimensions ( W,H ) observed by 
both the methods were the same ; 
(3)the base distanee ( B ) and the objeet 
distanee (0) tor both the imaginary eamera or 
theodolite and the metrie eamera were equal 
and 
(4)the eondition for photography should be 
standarised as far as possible 

2. THEORETICAL COMPARISON 

The eomparison between the APPT and MPPT 
methods 
will be now eoneentrated in the following main 
faetors : 
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(1 )the aeeuraey of the image eo-ordinates of the 
metrie and fietitious photographs ; 
(2)the aeeuraey of the operator in orienting the 
metrie eamera and the theodolite in the field 
(w,0,k) and measuring their eo-ordinates 
(Xs,Y s,Os) and 

(3)the pointing aeeuraey of the operator . 

2.1 The Aecuracy of the Image Co-ordinates of 
the Real and Fietjtjous photographs 

The aeeuraey of the image co-ordinates 
aehieved from the surveying teehnique 
(artificial photographs ) is generally better than 

that aehieved from the photogrammetrie 
teehnique ( metrie photographs ) . 

The aeeuraey of the fietitious photographs is a 
funetion of the aeeuraey of measuring and 
eomputing the eontrol points and the horizontal 
and vertieal distanees between the two stations 
( Bxand By), e.g if the chosen toeal length (f) of 

the imaginary eamera is 100 mm , the mean 
objeet distanee (0) is 100 m and the aeeuraey of 
eomputing and measuring the eontrol 
points ,Bx and By is 0.5 mm, in this ease we 

ean aehieve an aeeuraey in the eo-ordinates of 
the fietitious photographs of 0.5 11m . This level 
of aeeuraey eannot be aehieved by using metrie 
photographs. 



2.2 The Accuracy of the Operator in Orienting 
the Imaginary Camera(or theodolite } and the 
.MJlliJ.Q. Camera in the Field. 

The accuracy of measuring the spac 
co-ordinates(S'Xs ,SYs and 50S)of the metric 
camera , imaginary camera and/or theodolite 
stations should be nearly the same, and that is 
because we used the same stations and the same 
co-ordinate system , while the accuracy from 
setting the orientation parameters(w, 0 , k ) in 
the field for the metric camera depends mainly 
on the type of camera . 

In artificial cameras or theodolites , we can 
achieve accuracy in setting the orientation 
parameters 5w, S'0 and S'k between 0".0 in the 
imaginary cameras to 1 ".0 or less in the 
theodolite which cannot be achieved by using 
metric cameras . 

2.3 The Pointing Errars of the Operator 

There is no need for a comparator to measure 
the fictitious image co-ordinates and 
consequently there are no pointing errors for 
the artificial photographs . In the metric 
photographs the pointing accuracy of a 
photogrammetric operator is a function of many 
parameters such as the modtll scale , the 
operator experience and the model's 
photographic contrast . The pointing accuracy 
can be estimated fram the repeated 
measurements of different points . 

. 2.4 Aspects of Results 

As a result , we can exrect that the accuracy 
obtained theoretically by using (APPT) method 
is better than that obta~ned by using (MPPT) 
method . 

3. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON 

Three different cameras (Zeiss (Jena) UMK 
Wild P32 and Galileo Santoni metric cameras ) 
were used in the comparison between the MPPT 
and APPT methods . A non - metric camera was 
also used (Nikon FM 35 mm ) , as weil as a Wild 
T2 one second theodolite . 

3.1 Field Work 

Four photographs were taken with each of the 
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three metric cameras and the non - metric 
camera . For each camera two of the 
photographs were taken from the left camera 
station (Si) and two from the right camera 
station (S2).The base distance (Bx ) was 

28.508m and the elevation difference between 
the two stations (By) was 0.232 m . 

The spatial positions of (9) control points 
(wh ich were not Iying in one plane ) were 
surveyed on the same co-ordinate system of the 
camera stations, using a Wild T2 theodolite. 

3.2 Laboratory Work 

The image co-ordinates of the non - metric 
photography and the nine control points on each 
metric photograph were measured on a Hilger 
and Watts stereocomparator . The ground 
co-ordinates of (24) control points were 
computed(using a bundle solution). 

By applying the perspective transformation and 
using the points (4,5,6 and 7 ) , the image 
co-ordinates on the non - metric photograph 
were transformed to metric image co-ordinates 

The artiticial image co-ordinates of the control 
points 4,5,6 and 7 were calculated trom the 
space co-ordinates . 

By applying the perspective transformation the 
image co-ordinates on the non - metric 
photograph were transformed to image 
co-ordinates on the artificial photograph 
The mean standard deviation values (S'Xm , SYm , 

SOm and sRm ) of the space co-ordinates of a 
total of 18 targets (contral points ) computed 
from the APPT , MPPT ( Zeiss (Jena) UMK , Wild 
P32 and Galileo Santoni ) and the Direct linear 
Transformation (DL T) method , are listed in 
Table 1 . The standard deviation values ( sX , sY 

,50) were calculated by using the emprical 
accuracy indicator (Gruen,1978). 

4. ANALYSIS OF RESUL TS, CONCLUOING 
REMARKS ANO RECOMMENOATIONS 

(1 )In the APPT method there is no need for 
development and processing of the artificial 
image . Also there is no need for a comparator 
to measure the imaginary camera image 
co-ordinates which are obtained from the 
observed contral points . 
(2)ln the APPT method there is no limitations on 
the depth of field and the format size . 



(3)ln the MPPT method the metric photographs 
are considered as permanent record and 
documentation which can be used in any time . 
(4)The MPPT method is advantageous if only one 
non-metric photograph is available , and in this 
case object information is necessary for data 
processing . 
(5)The MPPT method is recommended when the 
time plays an important role in the restoration 
(Le when the damage has recently happened and 
the remaining part is unstable ) . 
(6)ln both the MPPT and the APPT methods , the 
object width(W),the object height (H) , the base 
distance (B) and the object distance (0) are 
fixed as weil as the elements of the exterior 
orientation (w, (21 , k ) of the metric camera 
wh ich are dependant upon W , Hand the ratio of 
the overlap . So ,the main significant difference 
in the accuracy between the APPT and MPPT 
methods is the difference between the accuracy 
of the theodolite used in the first method and 
the metric camera and comparator used in the 
second method . 
(7)lmproving the accuracy when using the MPPT 
method depends on the type of camera used and 
the accuracy of measuring the plate 
co-ordinates ( S' ) . In this study the accuracy 
achieved fram measuring the plate co-ordinates 
on a Hilger and Watts stereocomparator was 
6J.lm , and the Zeiss ( Jena ) UMK camera was 
the camera which gave us the best accuracy (but 
it is the most expensive camera ). 
(8)lmproving the accuracy when using the APPT 
method depends on the type of theodolite used , 
the accuracy of measuring the horizontal and 
vertical distances between the two stations (Bx 
and By) and the theodolite height with respect 

to the object used in the observation of the 
control points. So, in this case to obtain the 
best accuracy , we should , if possible , use the 
theodolite height which maximizes the accuracy 
of these control points . The values of the 
theodolite height (Eth ) which maximize the 

accuracy of the control points at different 
values of base distance (B) and object distance 
(0) can be obtained ( using equation derived by 
the author in 1989)fram Table 2. Table 2 gives 
the ratio Eth/H for different ratios of B/W and 

O/W , where Wand H are the dimensions of the 
object . 
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(9)On the basis of the results shown in Table 1 
we can say that : 

(a)theoretically and experimentally, the 
accuracy obtained from the APPT method is 
better than that obtained from the MPPT method 
and it is more economic . 

(b)in appropriate circumstances (Le avoid 
having all object space control points in one 
plane )the OL T method is the preferable method 
to be used for data reduction from non-metric 
photography because it gives better accuracy 
than the APPT and MPPT methods .It can also 
lead to a reduction in the cost of the data 
acquisition system by using non - metric 
cameras only. 
(10)A further investigation should be done in a 
comparison of the APPT and MPPT methods 
which involves the variation in field 
relationships between camera and object and 
the analysis or measurement equipment effects 
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TABlE 1 Instruments,focal length,film format,mean standard deviation values of the space 
co-ordinates and the approximate price for each method used for data reduction 

from non-metric photography . 

Focal Image g'Xm Q'Ym <tOm (fRm Approx. 

Method Instruments Used 
Lengt~ Format Price 

(mm) (mm) 
(m) (m) (m) (m) 

(unit) . 

APPT Nikon FM/Wild T2 100 ----- 0.0237 0.0059 0.0307 0.0393 1.0+18.20 

Theodolite 

MPPT Nikon FM/Zeiss(Jena) 100 180x130 0.0278 0.0164 0.0367 0.0489 1.0+92.0 

UMK 

MPPT Nikon FM/Wild P32 64 90x65 0.0301 0.0169 0.0387 0.0519 1.0+28.0 

MPPT Nikon FM/Galileo 150 180x130 0.0358 0.0202 0.0446 0.0607 1.0+ ?181 

Santoni 

OLT Nikon FM 28 24x36 0.0081 0.0092 0.0288 0.0313 1.0+0.0 

• out of productlon 
181 unit= f: 250.00 (1986) 

TABLE 2 

The ratio of Eth/H for different ratios of B/W and O/W which maximizes the accuracy 

of the control points 

~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

O/W 

0.1 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.45 0.47 0.50 

0.2 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.51 

0.3 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.50 0.51 0.32 0.51 

0.4 0.50 0.50 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.41 

0.5 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.40 0.51 0.34 0.50 

0.6 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.45 0.35 0.53 0.53 

0.7 0.50 0.44 0.47 0.52 0.43 0.41 0.41 

0.8 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.37 

0.9 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.45 0.53 0.54 0.47 

1.0 0.50 0.49 0.51 0.45 0.52 0.39 0.54 
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